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Executive Summary 
On the occasion of World Toilet Day 2020 (WTD-2020), UNICEF 

Maharashtra conducted a week-long awareness campaign from 
th rd

17  to 23  November 2020, with development partners and 

supporting organizations with government counterparts namely 

Water Supply and Sanitation Department (WSSD), Government of 

Maharashtra, Maharashtra Village Social Transformation 

Foundation (VSTF), Ecosan Services Foundation (ESF), Shelter 

Associates (SA), Centre for Youth Development Activities (CYDA), 

Citizens Association for Child Rights (CACR), Triratna Prerana 

Mandal (TPM), Dilasa, Yuva, Symbiosis Community and Outreach 

Programme and Extension (SCOPE),and Divyaswapn Foundation.

Despite of the challenges faced due to current pandemic situation, 

the total reach was around 342,000 households across 

Maharashtra, largely in Pune, Thane, Kolhapur, Akola, Buldhana, 

Washim, Amravati, Yavatmal, Wardha, Bhandara and Nagpur of 

Vidarbha region along with Palghar, Raigad, Jalna and Aurangabad 

districts. Various activities like E-marathon, Awareness seminars, 

workshops highlighting importance of toilets and incessant usage, 

inauguration of user and gender friendly household toilets and 

drainage network in slums of urban areas, training programs, 

felicitation of sanitation workers, campaign for retrofitting 

community sanitary complexes, awareness rallies and street plays, 

competitions like rangoli, drawing, quiz, poster, slogan writing, etc 

focusing on WTD, importance of toilet and usage were successfully 

conducted in the rural, urban and peri-urban areas at district levels. 

An active involvement of students, young people, communities, 

sanitation workers, women and service providers around the 

sanitation value chain was the success of the events. The 

importance of having an engaging and open discussions in order to 

promote community health and hygiene, as well as to arrest the 
spread of deadly infectious diseases focused in all the events.

This report is a comprehensive documentation of the WTD-
2020 activities in Maharashtra state covering the details of the 
collaborations, leveraging efforts, outreach, photographic and 
video documentation of print and social media publications.
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Introduction
Over half of the global population (4.2 billion people) lack safe 
sanitation, moreover, 40 per cent people in the world live 
without basic hand washing facilities like soap and water, 
according to the United Nation. Observances further states 
that around 297,000 children under five, i.e. more than 800 
every day, die annually from diarrhoeal diseases due to poor 
hygiene and sanitation or unsafe drinking water. Adequate 
sanitation and toilets are basic necessities which ensure and 
promote health of people in developing countries like India. 
India has made rapid progress in ending open defecation 
across the country which is having a huge impact on 
improving water, sanitation and hygiene (WASH).  A 
tremendous achievement, was only possible because of the 
Swachh Bharat Mission (SBM) (Clean India Campaign), led 
by the Prime Minister. UNICEF has been a key partner of the 
Swachh Bharat Mission. As per the Swachh Bharat Mission, 
ending open defecation is not just about generating demand 
and providing access to toilets but also about proper 
awareness and behaviour change on the use of toilets by 
everyone on every single day for every single use. 

World Toilet Day is a day of action for sustainable sanitation. 
UNICEF indicates that while the challenges are significant, 
meeting the goal of universal sanitation including the entire 
sanitation value chain by 2030 is possible with greater 
investment, sustained effort and increased rates of sanitation 
coverage.

Overall, there is a need to focus on the accessible sanitation 
for persons with disabilities and other marginalised sections, 
gender-friendliness of toilets, retrofitting toilets to ensure that 
they are terrain appropriate, ensuring access to water in those

areas where it  is missing and to ensure that all health care, 

educational and child care institutional facilities have 
adequate access to sanitation facilities. This is in addition to 
ensuring that all rural settings will have adequate 
arrangements to meet their faecal sludge management 
needs, as required.  and hygiene, as well as to arrest the 
spread of deadly infectious diseases focused in all the events.
This report is a comprehensive documentation of the WTD-
2020 activities in Maharashtra state covering the details of the 
collaborations, leveraging efforts, outreach, photographic and 
video documentation of print and social media publications.
The importance of Handwashing with Soap (HWWS) as 
critical public health intervention for rural and urban 
communities has long been undisputed. The impact caused 
due to the infection of COVID-19 virus can be reduced through 
simple preventive measure of hand washing with soap. 
Handwashing with soap at this critical time is a very important 
health measure and it must be a priority now and in the future 
as a major prevention against the virus, break the chain and 
ensure better health outcomes now and beyond the 
pandemic.

This year's theme for World Toilet Day was 'Sustainable 
Sanitation and Climate Change'. Climate change has been 
a global concern since a long time. Increasing floods, 
draughts as well as the melting glaciers and rising sea levels 
have brought forth a need for improved sanitation facilities. 
There is a need to look beyond the conventional solutions and 
opt for technological interventions or modifications that can 
support the model of sustainable sanitation. Implementation 
of the sustainable sanitation solutions can also ensure 
optimum use of the nutrients present in the wastewater and 
sludge and help generate a greener energy and a cleaner 
planet. 
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Sustainable and clean toilets are also the answer to solving 
issues like hygiene during the current as well as any future 
pandemic situations. 

Like every year, this year in partnership with Government, 
NGOs and CBOs the WTD 2020 theme was celebrated with 
great enthusiasm, expanding the scope of this campaign to all 
the citizens including children, adolescents, youth, adults, 
women and sanitation workers. 

The map given below depicts the reach of World Toilet Week 
2020 celebration with great enthusiasm conducting different 
awareness activities.

The list of key stakeholders reached by various partners by 
organising different awareness activities on the occasion of 
World Toilet Week celebration are given below:

TABLE 1: KEY STAKEHOLDERS 
Key stakeholders 

N School children & teachers 

N Adolescents and Youths. 

N Household families using and not using 

toilets 

N Frontline sanitation workers 

N Government officers and functionaries 

N NGO representatives / Volunteers 

N Gram panchayat officials 

N Community Based Organisations (CBOs) 

N Municipal Organisations 

N Panchayat Raj Institution (PRI) members 

N Newspaper readers 

N Bloggers 

N Community Radio Station (CRS) listeners 

N Netizens and Social media users 
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Partners Activity Tentative reach

Water Supply and Sanitation

Department,

Government of Maharashtra

Ÿ Water availability in the toilets at village, schools and Anganwadis

Ÿ Availability of lights in the Community Sanitary Complexes

Ÿ Refurbishment of School & Anganwadi toilets

Ÿ Repairing of defunct community toilets

Ÿ Household toilet cleaning and beautification

Ÿ Refurbishment of Gram Panchayat toilets

Ÿ Distribution of incentive grants for individual household toilets

Ÿ Updating list of households without toilet 

34,000 Households

Village Social Transformation 

Foundation (VSTF),

Rural Development Department of 

Maharashtra.

Ÿ  Toilet facilities at Gram panchayat

Ÿ Online orientation program for Rural Development Fellows and 
10,396 Households

Centre for Youth development and 

activities (CYDA)

Ÿ Inaugural of e- marathon for creating awareness about Clean 

Environment and Sustainable Sanitation
10,000 Households

 

Dilasa Janvikas Pratishthan, 

Aurangabad 

• Awareness programme on importance of toilet and handwashing

• Promotion through Mobile Van on use of toilets and hand hygiene

• Signature Campaign for villagers for promoting use of toilets and 

handwashing

• Essay competition for children to express their thoughts on toilets

• Distribution of IEC material on hygiene

• Distribution of hand hygiene kit to Gram Panchayat people

20,949 Households

Ecosan Services Foundation 

(ESF), Pune

Ÿ Awareness and training program on Health & Safety of Sanitation 

Workers
th th

Ÿ Quiz competition for school students from 6 -10  standard to create 

awareness on water and sanitation

Ÿ Awareness session on WTD and importance of using toilets for 

Children

11,250 Households

6
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Citizens Association for

Child Rights (CACR) &

Triratna Prerana Mandal

(TPM), Mumbai

Ÿ To create awareness of WTD regarding self-sustainability, 

community development and Impact of Flush the Virus.

Ÿ Interactive WTD awareness session with MCGM, UNICED, 

CACR and TPM officials.

Ÿ To motivate CBOs for creating further achievements at their very 

own community toilets

Ÿ Encourage/felicitate/honour the Urban WASH Covid-19 Response 

work done at community toilets

29,200 Households

Shelter Associates (SA), Pune

Ÿ Training with Community care takers and sanitation workers

Ÿ Competition of household toilet decoration

Ÿ World Toilet Day celebration at Kolhapur

Ÿ World Toilet day celebration at Lokmanya Nagar Thane

10,396 Households

Yuva, Akola 

Ÿ Yuva organized 20 different programs on the occasion of WTD-20 

in 9 districts of Maharashtra.

Ÿ Awareness program & sanitation rallies, street plays at Buldhana, 

Washim, Amravati, Wardha, Nashik

Ÿ Rangoli, Drawing & Writing competition at Washim, Nagpur, 

Wardha, Bhandara

983 

Households

Ÿ Awareness of villagers regarding sanitation, personal hygiene, 

handwash techniques, importance of clean toilet at Sus and 

Nande clinics of Symbiosis International University

Ÿ Drawing competition with subject of sanitation for students from 

5th to 7th standards.

Ÿ Mobile Medical Unit conducted awareness session on sanitation, 

personal hygiene and handwashing techniques for sanitation 

workers of waste processing Unit at Mulkhed.

Ÿ Distribution of soaps to these workers to motivate them for 

healthy & hygienic lifestyle.

Symbiosis Community Outreach 

Programme and Extension 

(SCOPE), Pune
1,500

Partners Activity Tentative reach
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Divyaswapn Foundation, Kolhapur

Ÿ On job training to Community and Public Toilet cleaners

Ÿ Recognition and Awareness Workshop on My Toilet My 

Responsibility

Ÿ Recognition and Occupational training for Safai Karamcharis

Ÿ Awareness Workshop on My Toilet My Pride

Ÿ Toilet Beautification

Ÿ Toilet Beautification for ULBs and Safai Karamcharis

500

Social media reach / Netizens

/ partners and stakeholders
Social media reach through Facebook, You-tube, Instagram, Twitter, 

LinkedIn

15,00,000

Various news paper
Ÿ Articles and news published

Ÿ E-papers 9,00,000

Total 2.5 Million

Note: The tentative numbers are based on the information provided by partners and available data from different platforms. The information 

regarding reach of various newspapers is based on readership displayed on official websites of the respective newspapers. 

Partners Activity Tentative reach



2 Week long Celebrations of the Word Toilet Day 
2020
In order to celebrate this week, various activities were planned and 

conducted in rural, urban and peri urban areas of Maharashtra. 

Activities with the outcomes have been described in the following 

sections.

2.1 Social media campaign and Teasers      

In today's world of internet, social media is the best platform to reach 

masses effectively in very short period of time. To build the 

excitement, generate awareness with curiosity amongst the users 

and people, a six days long teaser campaign with promotional 

presentations on WTD was implemented. Presentation on 

Construction of Toilets was shared on social media, which 

explained the basic technical understanding of costing, 

construction techniques and operation & maintenance of a twin pit 

toilet. To reach masses effectively in a very short period of time 

teasers were designed around 'how everyone can adapt 

sustainable sanitation and live a healthy life with simple 

proactiveness'. The use of F-diagram (fingers, flies, fields, fluids, 

food) was made to explain the faecal-oral disease transmission 

routes. F-diagram is the best source to explain those relationships 

in a simple yet powerful manner so that everyone can understand 

them easily.

Action / Activities:

UNICEF Maharashtra and Development Partners conducted series 

of Social media promotional activity for World Toilet Day through 

presentations. Topics focused were History of toilets, Toilet 

construction and Faecal Sludge and Septage Management.

FIGURE 1: PROMOTIONAL PRESENTATION ON CONSTRUCTION OF A TWIN PIT TOILET

Likewise, teaser campaigns were designed by making small audio-

video clips which were informative and easy to understand by any 

children and adults. Languages used for teasers were English and 

Marathi. Daily one MESSAGE was unfolded to explain the faecal-

oral disease transmission route. The teaser concluded with an 

important message to use toilets, stop open defecation, adopt 

sustainable sanitation and live a healthy life. Teaser videos of 60 to 

72 seconds were prepared and circulated widely on social media 

channels including Twitter, Facebook, Instagram and WhatsApp in 

various official as well as informal groups. 
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 Table 3: World Toilet Week - Teasers and Messages

Day Date Message of teaser Screenshot Duration (seconds)

1

2

3

14, Nov

15, Nov

16, Nov

F for food: Importance of clean and hygienic food

F for fly: How dangerous is a fly sitting on your 

F for fingers: How unwashed fingers can 

make you and your family sick? 00.72

00.60

00.59



00.62

4 17, Nov
F for fluids: How contaminated water can be 

dangerous and unsafe?

5 18, Nov
F for field: If you defecate in open, you invite the five 

F contaminants in your life.

00.62

F for field: If you defecate in open, you invite the 
five F contaminants in your life.Use a toilet every 
time, everywhere and every day.

6 19, Nov

20, Nov7

Overview 21, Nov Final Compilation Teaser of the WTD2020 week

Climate change resilient sustainable sanitation 

systems

00.56

00:152
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2.2 Campaign for Retrofitting Community 
Sanitary Complexes
The Community Sanitary Complex (CSC) fosters the cognitive 

development of healthy sanitation practices in the community. CSC 

comes as a solution in absence of IHHL to continue the ODF status 

in the pandemic. Swachh Bharat Mission 2.0 focusses on 

sustainable sanitation. It is a fact that, almost all the households in 

the state have individual toilets, remaining are suggested to use 

toilets available at Community Sanitary Complexes (CSCs) in their 

respective villages, till they construct their own. In view of this, 

functionality of available community toilets becomes very critical. To 

promote the retrofitting of CSCs UNICEF Mumbai planned 

campaign as part of celebration of WTD-2020 along with 

Government and Non-Government partners across the state.

Maintenance of Community Sanitary Complexes is always critical 

and non-maintenance hampers it's functionality. Many of the CSCs 

remain unused for want of minor repairs. To overcome this 

maintenance issue, there is a need of retrofitting support in order to 

make the toilets functional for sustained use. In order to attract the 

attention of community as well as PRIs and bring CSC retrofitting as 

an immediate agenda, on the occasion of WTD it was decided to 

introduce retrofitting of at least one CSC per block to demonstrate 

the possibility of making defunct CSCs functional for sustained 

sanitation.

Actions: 
UNICEF Maharashtra with Water Supply and Sanitation Department 

(WSSD) were involved in discussions and mutually developed the 

activities and protocols for implementation with reporting format of 

celebration of WTD. The joint Secretary of WSSD enlightened the 

district officials about the need and importance of celebrating the 

WTD and shared the agenda of with districts through Video 

Conferencing. Overall 34 districts implemented awareness activities 

focusing on use of toilets, hand hygiene and overall cleanliness. The 

s.

coverage of these activities in local print media was published spreading 

awareness about the message of WTD celebration. 

As the convening partner with various Government Departments in the 

state, UNICEF supported in drafting the campaign for demonstration of 

CSCs retrofitting primarily in communication with State Water Sanitation 

Mission (SWSM). The main objective was to demonstrate retrofitting of at 

least one CSC in each block. Campaign involved the District Water and 

Sanitation Mission (DWSM), Block Resource Centre (BRC), Panchayat 

Samiti and Gram Panchayat along with communities.  The funding 

support for this campaign was managed through Gram Panchayats, local 

contributions and donor.

FIGURE 2: WTD CLEANLINESS ACTIVITIES AT SAVARGOAN GRAM PANCHAYAT
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Water Supply Sanitation Department celebrated the World Toilet Week with active 

participation of 34 districts of Maharashtra.  

Sr.no Activities carried out Details 

1. Cleaning of Toilet Blocks 

 

Community Sanitation Complexes (No.) 6881 

School Toilets (No.) 36431 

Anganwadi Toilets (No.) 45659 

Gram panchayat office toilets (No.) 21390 

2. Retrofitting of Defunct Toilet Blocks 

 

Community Sanitation Complexes (No.) 860 

School Toilets (No.) 2928 

Anganwadi Toilets (No.) 2648 

Gram panchayat office toilets (No.) 1355 

3. 
Cleaning and Beautification of Individual Household Toilets 

(No.) 
2527124 

4. Providing water to CSCs (No.) 973 

5. Providing Electricity to CSCs (No.) 122230 

6. Individual Household Latrines constructed (No.) 988 

7. Household Disbursed Incentives (No.) 24872 

8. 
Distribution of incentive grants in lakhs for construction of 

personal toilets in 34 districts (Rs. In lakhs) 
2984.64 

 

Outcome
The awareness drive on the occasion of 
World Toilet Day was carried out by 34 
districts of Maharashtra. Various activities 
like retrofitting of community sanitary 
complexes, cleanliness drive of public 
toilets, operation & maintenance of toilets, 
w a t e r  s u p p l y  c o n n e c t i o n s  a n d 
disbursement of grants were completed. 13

FIGURE 3: WTD PUBLIC TOILET CLEANLINESS DRIVE, KOLHAPUR DISTRICT



2.3 E-Marathon: Clean Environment & 
Sustainable Sanitation          

The E-marathon was conceptualised by Centre for Youth 

Development and Activities (CYDA) in partnership with 

multiple organisations. CYDA has actively championed the 

need for access to sanitation and has always organized 

awareness generation campaigns involving community 

participation annually on the occasion of the World Toilet Day.

 

Actions / Activities:
CYDA organised the E-Marathon in collaboration with UNICEF 

Maharashtra, Save the Children, Nashik, National Stock 

Exchange (NSE) Foundation, Plan International, NSS and 
th th

TDH Day. The marathon was initiated from 15  to 19  

November 2020. In view of pandemic restrictions, participants 

were urged to run in the comfort of their convenient location, 

time, abiding to the restrictions put forward by the government; 

any open space (in the house, terrace or campus of housing 

societies) forward by the government; any open space (in the 

house, terrace or campus of housing societies) with safety and 

security. 

Sr 

No 
Run in Kilometer No of Participants 

1 42 KM or More  70 

2 21 KM or More  180 

3 10 KM or More  1200 

4 5 KM or More 1500 

5 Other 7050 

 Total reach 10000 

 

Around 17 NGO's, 35 college institutions, 20 villages from Sinnar 

block, 55 villages from Nandurbar, 10 villages from Sangli, 15 villages 

from Solapur, 25 villages from Gadchiroli district participated in the E-

Marathon and successfully completed the 5 KM, 10 KM, 21 KM and 42 

KM run. Approximately ten thousand people participated in the E-

Marathon. Many participating runners, not only from India but also 

from outside countries completed more than 100 Km run. 

Total participants reach at the E-Marathon is mentioned in the below 

table.

Outcome
The E-Marathon engaged 10000+ people, spreading 
awareness to be fit, healthy and live in a clean world. The 
message of having clean environment, improved hygiene 
and sustainable sanitation was spread across. E-Marathon 
inspired millions to take an action against the global 
sanitation crisis locally, at an individual level and at 
community at large.

FIGURE 4: GLIMPSE OF E- MARATHON ACTIVITY BY CYDA
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2.4 Awareness Programs      

On the occasion of World Toilet week celebration, VSTF (Village 

Social Transformation Foundation) in close communication with 

UNICEF Maharashtra planned to conduct awareness programs on 

use of toilets, personal hygiene and respiratory etiquettes. VSTF 

aligned the week-long activities according to activities designed and 

shared by UNICEF Maharashtra and Water Supply and Sanitation 

Department of Government of Maharashtra. Activities like cleanliness 

in and around toilet area, repairing of defunct toilets, providing 

electricity to community and IHHL were conducted in VSTF villages.

Action / Activities: 
VSTF with the technical assistance of UNICEF Maharashtra Field 

Office implemented various community awareness campaigns and 

programs. VSTF and UNICEF Maharashtra Office organized an 

online orientation program for all District Executives and Rural 

Development Fellows, to explain the objective of the campaign and 

the activities to implement during the campaign period.  

For execution of the WTD activities, VSTF issued the necessary 

directives to Fellows and District Executives for better coordination 

with District Water and Sanitation Mission Cell and Block Resources 

Center for the effective implementation.

  

The week-long campaign celebrated across 133 Gram Panchayats of 

62 blocks in 22 districts reached out to more than 10,000 Households. 
Out of total participants in the 10,396 households, around 33% were 

women, 32% were Men, 19% were boys and 15% were Girls. During 

this campaign around 800 people directly participated in various 

activities like awareness sessions, cleanliness drives etc. Around 47 

toilets of Gram panchayat Bhavan (building) were repaired and 2,910 

IHHL were cleaned. Incentives for construction of toilets were 

distributed to 371 IHHL owners across 37 Gram panchayats.

FIGURE 5: VSTF WORLD TOILET WEEK AWARENESS ACTIVITIES
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The campaign became a huge success in the districts of Nagpur, 

Raigad, Parbhani, Gadchiroli, and Ahmednagar due to the 

generous support of various contributors such as Lupin 

Foundation, Swades Foundation, Reliance Foundation, 

Vodafone-Idea Foundation, Karjat-Jamkhed Entry Foundation, 

and Aradhya Foundation.

Sensitization and awareness programs were built and executed 

using various IEC tools like village level WhatsApp groups, 

announcement at local loudspeakers, gram panchayat 

meetings, local rallies, local video screenings and door-to door 

visits. 



Sr.no District Male Female Boys Girls Total 

1 Buldhana 577 627 276 265 1745 

2 Yavatmal 402 422 262 222 1308 

3 Beed 410 308 213 174 1105 

4 Nanded 276 328 145 150 899 

5 Jalna 199 230 153 185 767 

6 Nashik 195 237 179 104 715 

7 Ahmednagar 166 195 122 60 543 

8 Solapur 129 218 82 71 500 

9 Chandrapur 152 123 137 77 489 

10 Parbhani 185 150 68 55 458 

11 Latur 124 120 68 53 365 

12 Akola 69 101 66 48 284 

13 Aurangabad 125 108 31 18 282 

14 Amravati 65 63 28 32 188 

15 Raigad 57 45 14 26 142 

16 Washim 40 36 30 22 128 

17 Hingoli 42 35 31 12 120 

18 Gadchiroli 52 34 22 10 118 

19 Nagpur 56 20 18 11 105 

20 Dhule 43 32 17 9 101 

21 Pune 6 3 12 6 27 

22 Osmanabad 4 3 0 0 7 

Grand Total 3374 3438 1974 1610 10396 

 

Outcome
The week-long campaign on WTD 
sensitized and raised awareness 
across 133 Gram Panchayats of 62 
blocks in 22 districts and reached out to 
more than 10,000 households.
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2.5 Competitions
Children bring improved sanitation from classrooms to communities. Children have a lot of potential and power to bring the change and create an 

impact towards environmental sustainability. UNICEF along with partner organisations took this opportunity to reach out to children with some 

innovative ideas to create awareness and sensitize them towards consistent use of toilets, judicious yet sufficient use of water, handwashing with soap, 

food hygiene, overall cleanliness and sustainability of the clean environment. Various competitions like quiz, painting, rangoli, essay, poster making, 

slogan, toilet selfie, toilet decoration, drawing, etc were conducted in villages, urban and peri-urban areas.

FIGURE 6: GLIMPSES OF WORLD TOILET WEEK COMPETITIONS

Ecosan Services Foundation (ESF) along with Shelter Associates (SA), 

Dilasa, Yuva, Citizens Association for Child Rights (CACR), Triratna 

Prerana Mandal (TPM), Symbiosis Community Outreach Program and 

Extension (SCOPE) and Divyaswapn Foundation in collaboration with 

UNICEF organized competitions in schools to create awareness amongst 

the children and communities.

Action/Activities:

17



TABLE 7: WTD TOTAL REACH THROUGH COMPETITIONS

Sr.no Organisations Competition Area Total 

reach 

1. Shelter Associates Competition of 

household toilet 

decoration 

Lokmanya Nagar Thane 150  

2. Shelter Associates Competitions such as 

Toilet Decoration, 

Rangoli, Painting and 

online video on the Toilet 

Day theme 

Pune & Kolhapur 7,500 

3.. CACR & TPM Drawing competition Municipal Schools in Mumbai 

E & W Ward 

1,600 

4. Dilasa Essay competition 15 villages from Gangapur, 

Badnapur and Phulambri 

block 

300 

5. Ecosan Services 

Foundation 

Quiz competition Mumbai & Pune schools 10,000 

6. Yuva Rangoli Competition Belkhed, Kalmana, Umred, 75 

8. Yuva Drawing Competition  Waigaon Goturli, Matora 124 

9. Yuva Writing Competition Sarul, Deoli,Purad, Vani 66 

10. SCOPE Drawing Competition Mulshi Villages, Pune- Sus, 

Nande, Mulkhed and Lavale 

37 

Total Direct Reach 19,852 

 
The top three winners of all the competitions were awarded prizes by the respective 

partner organizations with E-certificates. Prizes in the form of school bags, water 

bottles, general knowledge books, Camlin School stationery kit, hygiene kit, household 

items, etc. were given to the winners by partner organizations with support from UNICEF 

Maharashtra.

To reach large number of students, platforms like social media, WhatsApp school 

groups, etc. were used. Approximately 20,000 (Twenty Thousand) entries were 

received from various corners of the state. Participants from districts like Mumbai, Pune, 

Kolhapur, Ratnagiri; Badnapur and Phulambri blocks and from villages near Pune, 15 

villages from Gangapur participated in these competitions.

Outcome
The compet i t ions were helpful  in 
generating awareness in the young minds 
regarding the importance of water, 
sanitation and hygiene practices in day-to-
day life. The competitions also gave a 
platform to the young minds to present 
their creativity. 
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2.6 Awareness & training Program for Sanitation 
Workers

Sanitation workers in India are particularly vulnerable to water and 
sanitation related risks and are at the frontline of the essential 
services including solid waste management. Sanitation workers 
involved in maintaining community toilets are at a high risk of getting 
infected with Covid-19 and/or other infectious diseases. World 
Toilet Day celebration provided a great opportunity in the current 
pandemic to host awareness campaigns, knowledge improvement 
and capacity building sessions for sanitation workers, guide CBOs 
to work towards sustainable sanitation as well as for community 
behaviour change development. 

Action / Activities:
On the occasion of World Toilet Day 2020, Ecosan Services 

Foundation along with Pune Municipal Corporation (PMC) and 

UNICEF Maharashtra, engaged more than 700 sanitation workers 

involved in Community Toilet & Public Toilet maintenance from 

different zones of Pune city. The training sessions were conducted 
th th

from 19  to 24  November 2020 at different zones of Pune 

Municipal Corporation. The training was inaugurated by Dr. Kunal 

Khemnar, Additional Commissioner of Pune Municipal Corporation, 

Dr. Dayanand Panse, Director ESF and other dignitary members of 

PMC.

The objective of the trainings was to educate frontline sanitation 

workers so that they can efficiently tackle their workplace 

challenges during current and any future pandemic situations in 

asafe way.

The topics covered were as below.

Ÿ Need and importance of personal hygiene and hand hygiene

Ÿ Occupational health hazards

Ÿ Standard operating procedures for use, maintenance, storage 

and safe disposal of Personal Protective Equipment

Ÿ Nutrition and social dignity

Ÿ

CACR and TPM in support with UNICEF Maharashtra, conducted 

an awareness program with CBOs, MCGM and SWM officials. 

During this program, the main focus was the sustainability of 

community toilets. SOPs and guidelines for operation & 

maintenance of community toilets were proposed. Some key points 

like importance and need of personalized trainings, capacity 

building of CBOs, importance of MCGM-CBO interaction and 

regular participation were discussed.

FIGURE 7 : AWARENESS AND TRAINING PROGRAM OF SANITATION WARRIORS

FIGURE 8: CACR &TPM AWARENESS PROGRAM, MUMBAI
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Shelter Associates in support with UNICEF Maharashtra also 

organized an awareness and training program for Community Toilet 

Block (CTB) care takers in Thane and Navi Mumbai to maintain 

cleanliness and Do's & Don'ts that needs to be followed during the 

ongoing pandemic of Covid-19. CTB care takers were given training 

on how to maintain community toilet blocks during the COVID-19 

situation. The participants raised their concerns to deal with people 

as they spit in the toilets and do not follow physical distancing. 

Addressing the problem, SA placed IEC material boards in the 

community toilet premises for messaging.
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Outcome
The training and awareness sessions were successfully 
conducted during the World Toilet Week. All the 
participants become more aware about the importance of 
health and safety at their respective workplaces, 
occupational health and safety, their own health, 
nutrition, cleanliness and hand-hygiene along with 
proper usage of Personal Protective Equipment's. 



2.7 Street Play on World Toilet Day and promotion of 
Handwashing�

Action / Activities:
A street play was organized by CACR & TPM in support with UNICEF in order to 

create awareness about the importance and cleanliness of toilets and 

handwashing techniques on the occasion of World Toilet Day. Around 500 

people from slum and market areas of six wards of Mumbai were directly 

reached. Large number of children, women and girls participated and answered 

the questions asked during this activity.

TABLE 8: WTD REACH THROUGH ROLE PLAY AND SKIT

Organisation and activity Target Audience Reach 

Shelter Associates 

Role play on the World Toilet Day 

theme 

Urban Local Bodies, Slum residents, 

Sanitation workers from Laxmi Nagar, 

Pune 

4500 

CACR & TPM 

Tempo Skit Activity on hand 

hygiene 

All groups, especially children and 

adolescence girls from slums of Mumbai 500 

 

Demonstration of foot operated mobile handwashing station was also a part of 

this activity.�

Role Play was executed by Shelter Associates in Kolhapur, Thane 

and Pune. In order to spread the message of safe sanitation and 

engage the communities, an inaugural act of role play on the 

theme of World Toilet Day was conducted by a group of volunteers 

abiding all the rules of Covid-19 pandemic

Outcome
People loved the concept and children were very 
curious while watching the hand washing technique 
demonstrations.  They were very excited while using 
the pedal operated hand wash station. Shelter 
Associates, CACR &TPM with support from UNICEF 
Maharashtra reached up to 600 plus household 
people through the skit & role play activity

FIGURE 9: SKIT ON WTD AWARENESS AND HANDWASHING
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2. 8 Handwashing, PPE and Soap distributions� � �

Actions/ Activities:
On the occasion of World Toilet Day, partner organisations like 

Dilasa Janvikas Pratishthan in support with UNICEF Maharashtra, 

distributed hand hygiene kits for 15 villages from three different 

blocks of Gangapur, Badnapur and Phulambri. 

Around 150 kits were distributed in rural areas to promote the use of 

toilets and hand hygiene. Ecosan Services Foundation in support 

with Samhita and Altran distributed hygiene kits and Personal 

Protective Equipments for sanitation workers. A total of 700 

personal hygiene kits and 10 kits PPE were distributed to the 

sanitation workers in Pune Municipal Corporation.

Dilasa Janvikas Pratishthan also distributed Information Education 

Communication (IEC) pamphlets in 15 villages of Gangapur, 

Badnapur and Phulambri blocks. Pamphlets had the messages of 

health, hygiene and safely managed sanitation practices for all age 

groups. With these pamphlets, direct reach of 3150 villagers was 

achieved.

FIGURE 10: HEALTH KIT AND PPE KIT DISTRIBUTION

Shelter Associates Protection distributed protection /safety kits to 

CTB care takers in Navi Mumbai and Thane to protect them from 

getting infected by COVID-19. 
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Outcome
Distribution of the hand hygiene kits; IEC pamphlets gave 
a different perspective around the importance of access 
to handwashing materials for celebration while aligning 
with ongoing programs like soap distribution drive. The 
distribution of PPE kits to sanitation workers also created 
awareness on use of masks, hand hygiene and personal 
hygiene at the work place.



Action/Activities:
Planning of awareness activities were carried out by the respective 

partner organisations. Various social media platforms and IEC tools 

were used for disseminating the knowledge and sensitizing people 

on use of toilets and hand hygiene. 

FIGURE 12: WTD AWARENESS SESSIONS
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2.9 Awareness programs promoting Hand 
Hygiene & Use of Toilets         

Awareness programmes focusing on hand hygiene and use of 

toilets were organised. With the help of subject experts and 

resource persons from different organisations, messages 

regarding benefits and advantages of using toilets and importance 

of good handwashing practices were promoted on a larger scale. 

These programs were conducted by various partner organisations 

like Shelter associates, Ecosan Services foundation, Dilasa 

Janvikas Pratishthan, CACR & TPM, SCOPE, Divyaswapn 

Foundation along with support from UNICEF Maharashtra. These 

programs were conducted for different stakeholders like school 

children, men, women, adolescent girls, young children and elderly 

population.

Outcome
Organizations conducted awareness sessions and 
local rallies to reach out to the larger community. 
Women and children actively participated in the 
programmes. Villagers and other community people 
took an oath to eradicate open defecation, continue use 
of toilets and pay attention towards personal hygiene 
and handwashing with soap.



Organization Place Awareness Medium Target Group Direct Reach

Shelter Associates 

Ÿ Presentation about COVID-19, health 

and hygiene and importance of 

household toilet

Ÿ Awareness Rally covering two slum 

settlements

Lokmanya Nagar, Thane

Kolhapur

Presentations

Individuals from

Lokmanya Nagar vicinity

Slum people

3500

CACR & TPM

• Interactive WTD awareness session with 

MCGM, UNICED, CACR and TPM 

officials

• To spread awareness in locality about 

cleanliness and importance of toilets

Mumbai slums,

Municipal schools

in the E & W ward

Physical +

Virtual platform was used
CBO members &

MCGM
1,620

Dilasa

• Awareness programme on 

importance of toilet

• Promotion through Mobile Van

Awareness programme on 

Importance of Hand washing

15 villages, 

from 3 different blocks

Physical +

Virtual platform was used

Dilasa team,

Villagers, GP Body,

Children

19,559

Ecosan Services Foundation

Awareness session on use of toilets, 

f-diagram and hand hygiene
Pune, Mumbai schools Virtual session

School students,

teachers & parents
500

Yuva

Ÿ Awareness programs on hand 

hygiene and use of toilets 

Ÿ Awareness program and sanitation 

rally

Shirla, Patur, Namkhendi,

Darne Takli, Mahankalpur,

Vani

In presence sessions

were conducted

Children, youth,

men, women
1596
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SCOPE

Awareness regarding sanitation & 

clean toilets

Mulsh i  Vi l lages,

Pune- Sus, Nande,

Mulkhed and Lavale

Physically all the sessions

were conducted
Students and Villagers 500

Divyaswapn Foundation

Recognition and Awareness Workshop 

on My Toilet My Responsibility

Vadgaon Municipal

Council, Vadgaon

Dist. Kolhapur

Physically all the sessions

were conducted
Community  100

Total Direct reach 24,375
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The link of articles and blogs are given below:  

Ÿ h�ps://www.purogamisandesh.in/news/16168

Ÿ h�ps://public.app/s/yCYSP

Ÿ h�ps://breakingmalvani.in/?p=50330

Ÿ h�ps://www.raigad�mes.co.in/Encyc/2020/11/20/The-second-phase-of-Swachh-

Bharat-Mission-started-in-Raigad.html

Ÿ h�p://todayonelive.com/?p=27385

Ÿ h�p://youthmaval.blogspot.com/2020/11/blog-post_78.html

Ÿ h�p://www.rebelbulle�n.com/2020/11/blog-post_23.html

Ÿ h�p://www.businessworld.in/ar�cle/More-than-10000-to-par�cipate-in-

eMarathon-the-Biggest-for-Fit-Clean-Healthy-Environment/12-11-2020-342148/

Ÿ h�p://in.finance.yahoo.com/news/more-10000-par�cipate-emarathon-biggest-

131225405.html?soc_src=community&soc_trk=wa

Ÿ h�ps://english.lokmat.com/business/more-than-10000-to-par�cipate-in-

emarathon-the-biggest-for-fit-clean-healthy-environment/

Ÿ h�p://epaper.a�achexpress.com/news_img/35819

Ÿ h�ps://www.facebook.com/EcosanServicesFounda�on/posts/3893209764045313

Outcome
Articles published in newspapers focused the topics 
related to sustainable sanitation and coverage of the 
events carried out by partner organizations with the 
support of UNICEF Maharashtra on the occasion of World 
Toilet Day 2020.
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2. 10 Media Coverage for the celebrations
As one of the activities UNICEF Mumbai appealed to various 

publication houses to publish articles on the occasion of World Toilet 
thDay, 19  November, 2020. The main objective of the initiative was to 

create awareness and reach out to masses with appropriate 

information on World Toilet Day's importance. Information on 

various sanitation technologies available, importance and proper 

methods of safe sanitation practices adopted and options available 

in wastewater management were focused. 

Based on activities conducted by various organizations, articles 

were also published covering current scenarios, challenges faced, 

specific recommendations pertaining to HH, Community and 

Institutional toilet improvements. In response to this appeal, many 

articles from different publications were published across the state 

covering almost all the regions of Maharashtra. Press coverage of 

some of the events is also given below with the links.�

Action/Activities:
Eight (8) articles were published in newspapers and Twenty-Five 

(25) were posted on the newspaper blog sections. Apart from this, 

various articles were also published by regional and district 

newspapers respectively. Most of the articles were on the editorial 

page and published in all editions of the respective newspapers�

Lokmat

Janpravas

Kesari

Pudhaari

Punyanagari

Maharashtra Times

Sakal

Loksatta

https://www.purogamisandesh.in/news/16168
https://public.app/s/yCYSP
https://breakingmalvani.in/?p=50330
https://www.raigadtimes.co.in/Encyc/2020/11/20/The-second-phase-of-Swachh-Bharat-Mission-started-in-Raigad.html
https://www.raigadtimes.co.in/Encyc/2020/11/20/The-second-phase-of-Swachh-Bharat-Mission-started-in-Raigad.html
http://todayonelive.com/?p=27385
http://youthmaval.blogspot.com/2020/11/blog-post_78.html
http://www.rebelbulletin.com/2020/11/blog-post_23.html
http://www.businessworld.in/article/More-than-10000-to-participate-in-eMarathon-the-Biggest-for-Fit-Clean-Healthy-Environment/12-11-2020-342148/
http://www.businessworld.in/article/More-than-10000-to-participate-in-eMarathon-the-Biggest-for-Fit-Clean-Healthy-Environment/12-11-2020-342148/
http://in.finance.yahoo.com/news/more-10000-participate-emarathon-biggest-131225405.html?soc_src=community&soc_trk=wa
http://in.finance.yahoo.com/news/more-10000-participate-emarathon-biggest-131225405.html?soc_src=community&soc_trk=wa
https://english.lokmat.com/business/more-than-10000-to-participate-in-emarathon-the-biggest-for-fit-clean-healthy-environment/
https://english.lokmat.com/business/more-than-10000-to-participate-in-emarathon-the-biggest-for-fit-clean-healthy-environment/
http://epaper.attachexpress.com/news_img/35819
https://www.facebook.com/EcosanServicesFoundation/posts/3893209764045313


Lets inspire action to tackle the Global Sanitation Crisis


